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ALISON KRAUSS AND UNION STATION  (man, that's a cool name!)
ALBUM: So Long, So Wrong

CAPO 1st

G C G  C

G
I wonder should I tell you
      C                                G C G
`bout all the crazy things I've ever done

I've been searching all my life
     C
And when I should have stayed
            Am  D
I tried to run
G
I was searching for an answer
     C
In a world full of strangers
      B7                          Em
But what I found was never real enough
         C          Am
Now that I've found you
C                 Am        G   C G C G
I'm looking in the eyes of love.

Darlin' you've been good to me
You are so much more than I deserve
I never thought that I would find
Someone who's so sweet and kind like you
Please believe me when I say
This time I won't run away
I swear by all of heaven's stars above
Now that I've found you
I'm looking in the eyes of love

Chorus:
G                      C              G
Looking in the eyes of love I can see forever
      Em             A7                               D
I can see you and me walking in this old world together
                          G C
Lord my heart's found a home
                   G   Em
I've been dreaming of
         C          Am
Now that I've found you
C                  Am       G
I'm looking in the eyes of love.

Chorus Again

Note:  Try to walk the chords down to their respective minors.  For example,
the G can be walked to an Em by playing this on the low E string:
  G   ?   Em
--3---2---0
The same thing goes for the C to Am.
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